Abstract-Erbium-doped fiber amplifiers are modeled using the propagation and rate equations of a homogeneous, two-level laser medium. Numerical methods are used to analyze the effects of optical modes and erbium confinement on amplifier performance, and to calculate both the gain and ASE spectra. Fibers with confined erbium doping are completely characterized from easily measured parameters: the ratio of the linear ion density to fluorescence lifetime, and the absorption of gain spectra. Then analytical techniques allow accurate evaluation of gain, saturation, and noise in low-gain amplifiers ( G s 20 dB).
I. INTRODUCTION
HE development of erbium-doped glass fibers has been a T major impetus to research on active-fiber technology in the 1.55-pm wavelength region. After the pioneering work on fiber lasers [ 11, [2] , research on rare-earth doped-fibers remained nearly dormant until the demonstration of high-gain erbiumdoped fiber amplifiers [3] , [4] , and their use in lightwave transmission systems [ 5 ] , [6] . Now these active fibers are finding diverse applications in optical amplifiers, lasers, switches, and a variety of nonlinear devices.
Some of the notable results achieved with erbium-doped fiber amplifiers are 5 1 -dB optical gain [7] , 100-mW saturated output power [8] , and 3-dB noise figure [9] . Such high-performance amplifiers may enhance lightwave systems and have already been used to achieve numerous transmission records [lo]- [12] . Erbium-doped fibers also have had a major impact in fiber lasers and superfluorescent light sources. Here, recent achievements include 7 1 % pumping efficiency [ 131, 60-kHz laser linewidth [14] , and passive mode-locking of a fiber laser [15] . Finally, several experiments on optical switching and optical nonlinearities [16] , [17] highlight the potential of rare-earth doped fiber in future photonic systems or instrumentation.
Concurrent with these experiments, amplifier and laser models based on rate and propagation equations have appeared in the literature. These models are important for predicting amplifier and laser behavior, and for yielding improved fiber designs. Although all these models originate from the same basic equations, each is tailored for a specific problem. For example, rather than resolve the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) spectrum, several amplifier models replace it with an equivalent noise bandwidth [18]- [21] . Models are also simplified by replacing transverse space integrals in the propagation equation with an effective overlap parameter. Here, we examine these types of approximations while developing several of the commonly used amplifier models. Although only amplifier models are discussed in this paper, laser and optical-switch problems can often be solved with slight changes to the amplifier equations.
In Section 11, we briefly comment on the spectroscopic properties of the erbium in glass. The rate equations for the ion population distribution and the propagation equations are introduced in Section 111. The rest of the paper is devoted to analyzing specific models. These models are presented in order of diminishing complexity. Sections IV and V describe numerical models that simulate the guided modes and ASE spectrum, respectively. Following the numerical models, several analytical models derived from simplified rate and propagation equations, are presented in Sections VI-VIII. Within the constraints of their approximations, these analytical models appear to be accurate and provide considerable insight into characteristics such as the length dependence of amplifier gain and the spectral dependence of noise and gain saturation.
PROPERTIES OF ERBIUM I N GLASS
The absorption and emission spectra of the Er" ion are signatures of the energy states of its 4f inner electrons. In a glass or crystal host, these energy states are modified by local electric fields that cause Stark-splitting and by dynamical perturbation, i.e., "thermal" or homogeneous broadening [22] - [24] . Inhomogeneous broadening results from the structural disorder of the glass that causes differences in the electric fields at various sites. Other dopants added to the glass may alter these effects. Rare-earth ions in silicate glasses are too large to occupy interstitial sites and are more easily incorporated into the glass structure by adding a network modifier such as Al, to produce unbridged oxygen to which the rare earth attaches. With the silicate glass already composed of a random network of Si04 tetrahedra, this multicomponent glass adds more coordination possibilities at sites and larger variation in the bonding distances. This changes the Stark-splitting and enhances the inhomogeneity of the gain medium.
The energy level diagram of Fig. 1 summarizes typical homogeneous and inhomogeneous linewidths associated with 41,1/2, 41,3/2, and 'Ils/> levels of Er3+ in silicate glass. The 411 I /2-4115/2 transition corresponds to the 980-nm pump band and the 4113,2-41,s/2 transition corresponds to the 1520-1570-nm signal band and the resonant pumping in the 1460-1500-nm band. Other pump bands, and the potential for more complex phenomena such as, pump excited-state absorption (ESA), are associated with other energy levels of E r 3 + , but were not included in the figure. No ESA occurs for 980-nm or 1480-nm pumped amplifiers. The Stark levels appear as hatched bars to indicate the Boltzmann-distributed occupancy of each level within the manifold. Temperature changes alter the population of each level and consequently alter the absorption and emission spectra. For example, at temperatures close to OOK, only the lowest level of each manifold is occupied. Then the 41,,/2-41,5/2 absorption and emission spectra correspond to the inhomogeneously broadened Stark levels of the 41,,/2 and 41,5/2 manifolds, respectively.
Two examples of the room-temperature absorption and stimulated emission spectra obtained from erbium-doped silica glass fibers are shown in Fig. 2 . The fiber of Fig. 2(a) had only germanium as an index-raising codopant while the fiber of Fig.  2 (b) had aluminum added to improve the solubility of the Er3+ in glass. Adding A1 also broadens the amplifier gain spectrum. The left y axis of the figures is the loss (gain) per meter of fiber and the right axis is the absorption (emission) cross section. The loss spectra are measured using a white-light source and monochromator. The gain spectra are measured with a large pump power at 980 or 528 nm to fully invert the Er3+ population to the 41,3/2 energy level. Then the measured loss spectrum CY( h ) and gain spectrum g* ( X ) are .(A> = a a ( X ) r ( X ) n r where I'( X ) is the overlap integral between the optical mode and the erbium ions and n, is the density of erbium ions. The absorption and emission cross sections are a,( X ) and as( A), respectively.
One of the difficulties in characterizing erbium-doped fibers has been to accurately measure a,( A) and up( A). and gain ( ---) spectra of (a) Ge : silicate and (b) A1 : Ge : silicate amplifier fibers. Cross section calculated from Ladenburg-Fuchbauer equation is shown on right axis.
index of the glass, c is the velocity of light, and I<,.<,( A ) the absorption or fluorescence spectrum. Equation (2) was used to calculate the cross-section values in Fig. 2 . However, crosssection values obtained from the LF relation are not very accurate [26] . It is better, if possible, to use the directly measured quantities a ( X ) and g*( A ) as model parameters. This is done for most of the models discussed here.
Measurement of only absorption and emission spectra does not establish the relative contributions of homogeneous and inhomogeneous broadening to the observed linewidth. This is important to know because it may significantly affect the pumping and saturation behavior of the amplifier. For example, some ions may have a smaller absorption cross section at the pump wavelength and inversion of the whole population requires more pump power. Similarly, large-signal gain saturation is more gradual because of the site-dependent emission cross sections of the erbium ion. Generally then, the observed cross-section spectra uO,(,( v ) are the convolution of homogeneous cross sec- 
SP,
The well-established techniques of fluorescence line narrowing and spectral hole broadening [27] , [28] , have recently been applied to erbium-doped glasses and fibers to resolve the homogeneous and inhomogeneous linewidths [29] -[3 11. Measurements of alumino-silicate and fluoride glasses have shown the inhomogeneous linewidth to be comparable to or less than the homogeneous line broadening. Germano-silicate glasses, appear to have greater inhomogeneous linewidths ( -8 nm) than the room temperature homogeneous linewidth (3-4 nm ). Recent study which compared a homogeneous description to an inhomogeneous description based on (3), indicates that gain saturation in alumino-silicate glasses can be modeled to be homogeneous [32] . This is less certain for some glasses, including the germano-silicate glass, and more study is needed. However, many experiments using both alumino-silicate and germano-silicate fibers have been successfully explained with homogeneous models. In the rest of this paper, we will consider only homogeneous gain effects.
Lastly, we justify the two-level model of the amplifier gain medium. For pumping into the 980-nm absorption band, this implies that the population in the 4Z, I l2 manifold is negligible. This depletion of the pump level is nominally satisfied when the nonradiative decay rate from the pump level W,, is much larger than the pumping rate Wpump = Ppuup/hv,A where P, is the pump power, v,, is the pump frequency, and A is the mode area. For typical fiber amplifier parameters, treating the 980-nm pumped amplifier with a two-level model is valid for average pump powers less than 1 W; this is satisfied in all reported fiber amplifier experiments. Although W,,. increases exponentially with the energy gap between levels [33], the two-level model can be used for short wavelength pumps, e.g., 800 and 670 nm, because the nonradiative decay is a fast process passing through intermediate levels to fill the metastable level. Finally, direct pumping into the 4113,2-4Z15/2 transition also behaves as a two-level system because of the rapid thermalization in the metastable manifold.
PROPAGATION AND RATE EQUATION
Models of homogeneously broadened two-level systems are useful for fiber amplifiers pumped in the 1480-and 980-nm absorption bands. Additional equations are needed for more complex models incorporating effects such as pump excited-state absorption, energy transfer between ions, or inhomogeneous broadening. However, because the methods of solution are similar for all these cases, the examples here are restricted to the two-level model. Then it is easier to validate approximations to the overlap integral and the effective ASE bandwidth, and to compare the numerical and analytical models.
We can think of light in the amplifier to be propagating as a number of optical beams of frequency bandwidth Avk centered at the optical wavelength A, = c / v k . This notation describes both narrow line beams such as pump and signal sources when AVk = 0, and broadband ASE where AV, equals the frequency steps used in the simulation to resolve the ASE spectrum. Then integration over optical frequency is approximated by a summation over k. Integrating the light intensity distribution of the kth beam I,( r , 4, z ) over the radial and azimuthal coordinates gives the beam's total power P k ( z ) at position z in the fiber amplifier
(4)
The normalized optical intensity is defined as 4 ( r 3 4) = h ( r , 4, Z ) / P k ( Z ) .
( 5 )
Here we assumed that Ik(r, 4, z ) is separable such that the shape of the kth optical mode is independent of z .
Rate equations describe the effects of absorption, stimulated emission, and spontaneous emission on the populations of the ground and metastable states. For this two-levcl system with the k optical beams n , ( r , 4, z ) = n , ( r , 4, z ) + n 2 ( r , 4, z ) .
( 7 )
Equation (7) is the particle conservation for the two level system, where q ( r , 4, z ) is the local erbium ion density.
The remaining equations describe the propagation of the beams through the fiber, i.e., where each beam is traveling either in the forward ( uL = 1 ) or backward ( uk = -1 ) direction. Here mhVk AV, is the contribution of spontaneous emission from the local n2 population, and its growth through the amplifier. In models that have ASE, both the forward and backward components should be included. The number of modes m is normally 2, as in the case of the optical fiber supporting only the two polarization states of the lowest order optical mode.
Once the boundary conditions for the k beams are specified at z = 0, L , (6) and (8) are integrated over space ( z ) , optical frequency ( k ) , and time (1). By setting the time derivative in (6) equal to zero, the problem is reduced to the steady-state case. This condition is applicable for CW beams, or those modulated at frequencies greater than -10 kHz [34] , [35] . In Section VIII, small-signal analysis is used to establish the validity of CW models. Several steady-state models are examined here, as shown in the tree diagram of Fig. 3 . The diagraq branches between models that include the radial optical and erbium distributions, and those that utilize an effective overlap integral. Using the effective overlap integral greatly reduces the computational effort, but assumes the special condition that the erbium is confined to the center of the optical mode. Otherwise, arbitrary dopant distributions are analyzed using spatial models. Spatial models are used to optimize the fiber waveguide and dopant distribution.
Branching occurs between models that include ASE and those that ignore it. ASE terms are required for calculating amplifier noise and gain saturation caused by ASE. In some cases the ASE might be modeled as optical power in an effective noise bandwidth Ayeff. Although the noise bandwidth changes with inversion, error from using A V ,~ is minimized by establishing a priori, a bandwidth corresponding to the operating point. Otherwise, the full ASE spectrum should be resolved.
Iv. SPATIAL-MODE MODELING IN ERBIUM AMPLIFIERS
A good amplifier should have high efficiency, low noise, and a low pump threshold. Among the factors affecting these are the spatial modes of the pump and signal light, and the distribution of the erbium ions. Small mode sizes obviously help to reduce the pump power needed to achieve gain. Lower pump thresh- olds are also obtained by confining the erbium to the center portion of the optical modes where the intensities are highest and pumping is most efficient.
Here we examine fiber design using a step approximation to the core-index profile and a weakly guided approximation for the optical-mode distribution [36] . Then the normalized intensity distribution of the fundamental mode (LP,,) for a fiber having core radius a core index ncorer and cladding index nclad is ( 9 ) where JO, I and KO, I are the Bessel and modified Bessel functions, respectively. The fiber number is 2?ra/Xk (nforenzlad)1/2 and the variables U and z, come from matching the solutions at r = u ; for l < V 5 3, we use the approximation u = 1.1428V -0.9960, U = ( V 2 -U * ) ' / ' [37] . Obviously, the model can be extended to the superposition of several optical modes, to describe for example, a core that is underpumped by an LP,, pump mode [38] , [39] . Most amplifier fibers support only the fundamental modes of the pump and signal except possibly for very short wavelength pump wavelengths, e.g., 670 and 532 nm. Then it is difficult to have a fiber whose cutoff wavelength is below the pump wavelength and still guide at the signal wavelength, X, -1520-1560 nm.
Two principal fiber characteristics are ak and g:, the fiber absorption and gain spectra, respectively. Expressed in terms of distributions of the ions and optical modes, these quantities are 
Written in terms of these new parameters, the amplifier propagation equation becomes
An additional loss term lk has been added to the propagation equation to account for excess fiber loss. This loss can be significant in fibers having high water content, scattering from devitrification in high-index cores, or in fibers that are lightly doped for use as distributed amplifiers [40] . If n2 = 0, the propagation equation reduces to that of exponential attenuation at a loss rate a, + I,; complete inversion has n2 = n,, then the gain exponent is g: -1,.
The set of equations is closed with the steady-state approximation to the metastable population, which from (6) is Solutions to (13) and (14) are obtained by standard numerical integration techniques. If ASE is small and not included, then coupled propagation equations for the pump and signal beams are integrated with the noise source terms set to zero. By employing an effective noise bandwidth AVh, propagation equations for the forward and backward ASE can be added; typical values of Av, are 200-2000 GHz, depending upon the fiber composition and operating conditions. The noise bandwidth may be estimated from, AvL = j : ( a , ( V ) / U~~, ,~,~,~) d v , but can be unreliable where the bandwidth changes rapidly with pump or signal power. This can occur for highly efficient amplifiers having low threshold pump powers or in very high-gain amplifiers.
Then the problem should be solved for a large number of k to adequately resolve the ASE spectrum.
As an example, Fig. 4 shows the signal gain, gain coefficient ( G I P , , ) , pump absorption, and ASE powers calculated for a high-efficiency amplifier fiber having a 1.2-pm index core radius and index step of 0.035. The noise and signal were centered about 1550 nm and the pump wavelength was 1480 nm. The rest of the fiber amplifier parameters, listed in Table I for a fiber with Er radius b = 1.2 pm, are similar to those of a recently reported high-efficiency amplifier [41 J . The noise bandwidth was estimated to be 1250 GHz (10 nm). Calculations were made for three values of b values to illustrate the importance of obtaining localized erbium doping. The values of a,, and g,*, were scaled as functions of b to properly account for changes in the pump and signal overlap integrals. In the case of the uniformly doped core a = b = 1.2 pm, and r,, = 0.62, As expected, higher confinement of the erbium yields lower pump thresholds for transparency and higher gain coefficients. The peak-gain coefficient, 8.1 dB/mW f o r b = 0.6 pm at 1480 nm, may be difficult to achieve in small-core fibers because of rJ = 0.58. Table I ). Calculated from spatial model with uniformly doped Er'+ core radius of (a) 0.6 pm, (b) 1.2 pm, and (c) 1.8 pm. (Fig 4) = 0 dB/m (Fig 5 ) P , ( O ) = 100 nW (Fig 4) U,,, = 3 x 10 25 ??I2
TABLE I FIBER PARAMETERS USED
Er3+ diffusing into the cladding. Larger b places ions in the low intensity portion of the pump profile, causing the amplifier to have a softer knee while approaching its peak gain. Also, the amplifier noise worsens slightly, especially in the backward direction. However, for p,, > 5 mW, there is no substantial difference in the small-signal gain and noise power over the range 0.6 pm I b 5 1.8 pm. Incidentally, by setting Avk = 0, one finds that the threshold and peak-gain coefficient are unaffected by self saturation on the ASE, but it does slow down the approach to maximum gain for G 2 30 dB.
The optimum amplifier length for maximum gain can be calculated from the spatial model. If the amplifier is too long, some portion of the fiber will be pumped below the inversion threshold and reabsorb the signal. A short amplifier may absorb too little of the pump power. The optimum length Lopt increases with pump power and decreases with the signal power. Fig. 5 shows an example of the length dependence on pump power calculated for a forward propagating signal in the absence of ASE. The optimum length is 0 m when the pump power is below the threshold pump power to achieve transparency Prh = As seen in Fig. 5 , high-gain coefficients are obtained in moderate gain amplifiers, having P,,(O) >> Pfh, and also amplifying small input signals where most of the pump power is converted into signal.
v. NUMERICAL MODELING OF SPECTRAL PROPERTIES
Modeling the wavelength-dependent properties of erbiumamplifiers is required in order to predict the saturation and crosstalk effects in wavelength multiplexed signals, and the behavior of the ASE spectrum. Unlike the previous spatial model where the ASE was approximated as a single optical beam, here the ASE spectrum is fully resolved and changes with pump power or saturation are described [42] .
In most spectral models, the spatial mode characteristics are integrated and manifest as one parameter, the effective overlap integral. This is complementary to the spatial-mode model where the spectrum was integrated, and the spatial dimensions were resolved. Typically the spatial models are used to design the waveguide and doping parameters of the fiber, while the spectral models are used to characterize the amplifier performance.
We begin by deriving expressions for the overlap between the optical modes and the n , , n2 populations, in order to simplify the rate and propagation equations. Assuming that the erbium ion distribution is radially symmetric and decreases monotonically from r = 0, the equivalent radius of the doped region is and the average density is 
"i
Initially, the indexes on the overlap integrals for the n , and n2 populations are retained, because generally they are unequal and depend on the optical power in the fiber. Next, both sides of the rate equations are integrated over the fiber core and divided by the effective area, and from the definitions of rk,$. we find -3 --C P k ( z ) '~~k r k , l n l -C P k ( z ) ' c k r k , 2 n 2 -3 , ( If the erbium ions are well confined to the center of the optical modes, then rk, I , r h , 2
are nearly equal and replaced with a single constant r,. In the Appendix, we show with a Gaussian approximation to the optical mode, i, = ( 1 / a w 2 ) exp ( -r 2 / w 2 ) , that rk,, vary with P , by less than 8 % f o r b < w, corresponding to < 0.6. After reducing the propagation equations using the effective overlap integral, our equations of the spectrally resolved, spatially integrated model become
The new fiber parameter, ( = abfffEf/7 is the ratio of the linear density ( m -I ) of ions to the metastable lifetime. It can be determined from measurement of the fiber saturation power PYt as, { = Pr' ( a, + g:)/hv, [43] , [44] . In the effective overlap approximation, a fiber is completely characterized knowing only {, a,, g:, and I,. This will be explained further with the analytical models in Sections VI and VII. Our first example of spectral modeling is the saturation of an amplifier by two wavelength-multiplexed signals at 1545 and 1555 nm. The amplifier parameters and operating conditions are listed in Table 11 ; features in the ASE spectrum were well resolved with AV, = 125 GHz ( 1 nm). This alumino-silicate glass fiber has a higher pump threshold than tbe fiber used in the spatial models. Calculation results are shown in Fig. 6 for equal input signal powers of either -20 or -10 dBm. At P , , = -20 dBm, the amplifier gains were 24.5 and 24.3 dB at 1545 and 1555 nm, respectively. Increasing the input powers to -10 dBm caused the gain to decrease by 4.6 dB at 1545 nm and by 3.8 dB at 1555 nm. The larger gain compression to 1545 nm due to higher ground-state absorption, illustrates the difficulty of gain equalization in WDM systems where changes in amplifier saturation alter the gain spectrum. Also, the gain saturation lowers the inversion near the output end of the amplifier, increasing the excess noise factor of the backward propagating ASE. This is seen in Fig. 6 where the backward-propagating ASE power in the saturated amplifier is 50 % greater than the fonvard-propagating ASE.
Our next example illustrates a method of tailoring the gain spectrum by inserting an optical filter in the middle of the amplifier [45] . Unfiltered amplifiers typically have one or two peaks that are too narrow for WDM applications, and may be associated with high ASE powers that self-saturate the amplifier and reduce the pumping efficiency. Equalization of the gain spectrum can be done by placing filters at the input or output of the amplifier, but these incur either an increase in the amplifier noise figure or diminished saturated output power, respectively. We modeled the equalization of gain for two signals at 1531 and 1550 nm in an amplifier pumped at 980 nm; the amplifier parameters are listed in Table 11 . Without equalization, the difference in unsaturated gain is greater than 10 dB. As seen in Fig. 7 , gain equalization was achieved using a Lorentzianshaped notch filter centered at 1531 nm, having a 3-dB bandwidth of 15 nm and minimum transmission of 5.4%. This is an absorptive filter, in order to prevent laser-cavity effects. With the filter, the small-signal gains are nearly equal, 21.6 dB at 1531 nm and 21.9 dB at 1550. Also the noise spectral density is only 1 dB higher at 1531 nm than at 1550 nm, illustrating the benefit of placing the filter in the middle of the amplifier. Better equalization over the usable gain bandwidth might be achieved with more suitably designed filter shapes.
VI. ANALYTICAL SOLUTION T O THE RATE AND PROPAGATION EQUATIONS
The numerical methods just described can prevail against most of the steady-state problems of fiber amplifiers. The penalty of such generality is the loss of calculation convenience and some intuition about the amplifier behavior. For example, the notion of optimum fiber length was first posed in simple analytical form [4] , and other analytical formulations for amplifier noise [46] , spatial gain characteristics [47] , and amplifier gain [43] , [48] have appeared in the literature.
The analytical model of Saleh et al. [41] , provides a useful comparison to the numerical solutions of the amplifier equa- . The output powers of the individual beams are obtained by solving (25) for QO"' and substituting it into (24).
For illustration, we apply this method to a high-efficiency amplifier fiber pumped at 1480 nm and amplifying a 1550-nm signal. This is the same fiber used in the spatial model to obtain Fig. 4(b) . The saturation parameter was { = 1.5 X lOI5 m-' s-I. First, a series of small-signal gain curves G(P,) are plotted in Fig. 8(a) for amplifier lengths varied from 5 to 20 m, and a constant input signal power of 100 nW. Comparing the 20-m amplifier calculation to Fig. 4(b) shows that this analytical model is reasonably accurate for G 5 20 dB, before ASE saturates the amplifier gain.
An alternative presentation of the amplifier gain is to plot it as a function of length G( L ) for constant input pump and signal powers. These curves, plotted in Fig. 8(b) , show that the optimum length yielding the maximum gain, increases with pump power. These curves become inaccurate for G 2 20 dB because they do not include gain saturation by ASE. Next, gain saturation at high output signal powers, is plotted in Fig. 8(c) for the 15-m long amplifier having pump powers of 1-10 mW. As expected, the saturated output power is proportional to the pump power, and at large gain compression, nearly all of the pump light is converted to signal. The last curve, Fig. 8(d) , shows the pump power versus output signal power, for an amplifier length L = 15 m and amplifier gains of 5-25 dB. These curves help designers to determine the pump power needed for a specific amplifier gain and output signal power.
VII. ANALYTICAL MODEL OF AMPLIFIER SPECTRAL PROPERTIES
The model of Saleh et al. accurately predicts amplifier performance from the solution of one implicit equation, using only a few easily measured amplifier parameters. With further simplification of the propagation equations under high pumping conditions, explicit equations of amplifier gain, gain saturation, and noise are derived [42] . From these, the performance limits of an amplifier, and the effects of pump and signal wavelengths are easily visualized.
The starting point for this analysis is the propagation equation written in integral form Introducing the exponential gain coefficient g, = In Gk and the metastable population averaged along the whole length of the amplifier,
From this we obtain a relationship for the wavelength dependence of the differential gain for pairs of signal (or pump) wavelengths. For two wavelengths A,, and A,, the ratio of the differential gains resulting from changes in We wrote this ratio in terms of the material absorption and emission cross sections to show that if ri = rj, then it is a function only of the glass composition, and operating temperature, and no other aspects of the amplifier design. Equation (28) explains the spectral behavior of amplifiers, including reabsorption of the gain peak at low pump powers and the prob-lems of WDM equalization illustrated in Fig. 7 . Interestingly, the differential gain equation, derived from a homogeneous gain model, predicts nonuniform gain compression in saturated amplifiers. The differential gain equation can also be used to estimate the efficiency of converting the pump into signal in a saturated amplifier. If the total number of photons is conserved, i.e., Q): + Q : = QPO, + QP' then the quantum efficiency of converting the pump photons into signal photons is Q): -e,""' = 1 -exp(g,,) .
Q$ r =
Here gp given by (27) , is negative because the amplifier is absorbing the pump light. The assumption of photon conservation implies that the spontaneously emitted light power is negligible and that the pump absorption is bleached when the signal is turned off. Consequently, the pump gain is numerically equal to its differential gain, i.e., g,, = dg,, so that (28) can be substituted into (29) , yielding This simple expression gives the conversion efficiency in terms of the amplifier gain compression and our usual c i k , g: measured at the pump and signal wavelengths. Obviously, the conversion efficiency increases with gain saturation, and may approach unity in highly saturated amplifiers. High efficiency is achieved by designing the fiber to have a large pump overlap integral relative to that of the signal, or by using a fiber composition that maximizes a, , , + a,/a,, + aey. Fig. 9 shows the wavelength dependence of the amplifier efficiency for 3-and 10-dB gain compression, for pumping directly into the 41,s/2-41,,/2 band. The conversion efficiency is lowest around the amplifier gain peak 1530 nm because of the high absorption and emission cross sections at this signal wavelength. However, as the gain compression is increased, the effects of pump and signal wavelengths are less as 7 approaches unity.
Finally, we consider the noise performance limits of the erbium-doped fiber amplifier. This noise power and noise spectrum is obtained from the numerical models described earlier, or by analytical techniques. Typically, the calculations are complicated because the degree of inversion varies along the length of the amplifier and require some integration to determine the ASE power and spectrum. At high pump powers, though, the inversion is constant and equal to, ( n , > / n , = aap/(au,, + a e p ) . That is, the inversion is a balance between pump absorption which is filling the metastable level, and stimulated emission by the pump acting to deplete it. If the amplifier has this inversion over its entire length, then the excess noise factor nSp at wavelength A, is 
Because the amplifier is inverted uniformly n, and P A S , are the same for both propagation directions. Also, for pump wave- lengths where aep = 0, complete inversion is possible and the quantum-limited noise factor nsp = 1 can be obtained. This has been confirmed in recent measurements on amplifiers pumped at 980 nm 191. Fig. 10 shows the wavelength dependence of nsp of a fiber pumped in the 41,s/2-41,3/2 band. Lower noise is achieved with short pump wavelengths and long signal wavelengths. If the pump wavelength is below 1487 nm, then n,,,, < 2 over the signal wavelength band 1520 nm < A, < 1560 nm. Low noise amplification and high pumping efficiency impose conflicting requirements on the pump wavelength. However, high efficiency is easily obtained by strongly saturating an amplifier, so the short pump wavelengths are preferred in order to lower the ASE power.
VIII. TEMPORAL PROPERTIES OF THE ERBIUM AMPLIFIER
While all the models discussed to this point have been for steady-state operating conditions, many applications use the erbium amplifier to amplify time-varying signals. It is well-known that the long metastable lifetime and the energy-storage properties of the gain medium act to smooth out fluctuations in the amplifier's operating point, leading to the success of these steady-state models. However, WDM transmission, analog CATV signal distribution, and high-power pulse amplification may experience signal distortion and crosstalk in amplifiers, and can only be analyzed by solutions of the time-dependent equations. Indeed, one of the first studies of the temporal properties of the erbium amplifier resorted to the numerical solution of the time-dependent rate and propagation equations [34] .
For our purposes, we will examine the small-signal frequency response of the gain medium to perturbations in the pump or signal. This yields estimates of local gain fluctuations and of the limits of the validity of the steady-state models. Only the rate equation is used for this simple time-dependent problem. The optical power in the time-varying beam and the population of the metastable level are expanded about their mean value P, ( t ) = p, + A p t exp j o t n 2 ( t ) = n;? + An2 exp jut (33) and A P , and An2 are fluctuations in optical power and inversion, occurring at frequency W . These are substituted into the signals are weak and the pump emission cross iection is negligible, the normalized density fluctuation becomes Or in the limit of p,, >> P$ and the dc response is This shows that at low frequencies, the variation in gain A g k = rk( (T,k + aflk)An2 is in phase with pump fluctuations. We also conclude that although the roll-off frequency increases with p,,, the effects of pump noise is usually small and A g , << &. Similar analysis for a time-varying signal and CW pump yields. 
signal is attenuated rather than amplified. Again, crosstalk efnf
The steady-state rate equation for n2 and P , was used to eliminate several terms in the expansion leading to (34). For clarity, we have introduced the threshold and saturation powers hVkA aflk r k pffi = -
Apparently from (34), the local gain medium responds as a single-pole low-pass filter with a comer frequency of One case of interest is the perturbation of the amplifier gain caused by pump intensity noise. If we assume that the input
IX. SUMMARY
The homogeneous, two-level approximation of amplification in erbium-doped fibers is the basis for many amplifier models. Even three-or four-level models might be handled with modified propagation equations in the two-level model if the population densities in other levels are small. For example, in pump excited-state absorption (ESA), most of the ions are in either the metastable or ground levels; the ESA appears as a loss term in the pump propagation equation that is proportional to the metastable population. Generally then, coupled propagation equations for signal(s), pump, and ASE are integrated along the length of the amplifier while satisfying input boundary conditions. Rate equations between the population densities in the levels close the system of equations.
Left in their complete form, the propagation equations can only be solved by direct numerical integration. Often integration in the transverse or optical frequency (wavelength) coordinates is avoided to reduce the computation time. In a spatial model, integration over wavelength was replaced with an effective noise bandwidth to calculate the power in the forward and backward propagating ASE. Conversely, numerical solution to the gain and ASE spectra was done after replacing integration over the transverse coordinates with an effective overlap integral. The overlap integral should not be used if the erbium profile is larger than the optical mode spot size. Then the propagation equations are integrated over both the transverse and frequency coordinates.
Fiber design with spatial models describes the influence of the erbium distribution inside the optical waveguide. Using a spatial model, an amplifier gain coefficient of -8 dB/mW at 1480-nm pumping in small-core fibers was predicted. Other applications of spatial modeling are to analyze the effects of multimode pumping, to compare the performance of 1480-and 980-nm pumped amplifiers, and to optimize fiber design between high pump efficiency and coupling loss to transmission fibers.
Spectral modeling is used to analyze gain saturation with multiple signals and to analyze the ASE noise spectrum. Because the absorption and fluorescence spectra are different in shape, the gain spectrum changes with amplifier inversion. Then the spectral modeling is used to predict the effects of changing signal and power levels on the amplifier gain and ASE spectra. This is important for wavelength-multiplexed lightwave systems that need to maintain equal gain for each channel. Spectral modeling is also useful for studying the gain spectra of concatenated amplifier systems and the gain bandwidth reduction in multiple-stage amplifiers.
Analytical methods for modeling the amplifier gain, gain saturation, and noise have been described. Generally these are solved knowing only a few fiber parameters; the absorption and fluorescence (gain) spectra, and the ratio of the linear ion density to the metastable lifetime. Then only the amplifier length and input optical powers are needed in order to solve for the amplifier gain. Because the problem is reduced to solving a single implicit equation, it is easy to formulate the problem to optimize the amplifier design for pump efficiency and gain saturation. Also since the equation is easy to solve, this type of analytical model is suitable for a subprogram in a lightwave system model that may require numerous amplifier calculations.
Finally, analytical models describe the limiting performance of amplifier gain saturation and noise. In cases where the pump power is well above threshold, the conversion efficiency of pump into signal, and the amplifier noise factor are given by explicit equations. The effects of pump and signal wavelengths on amplifier performance are easily visualized using these models. This analysis, coupled with numerical and implicit analytical methods, enables a systematic design and performance study of erbium-doped fiber amplifiers, including multisignal amplification and ASE noise.
APPENDIX POWER-DEPENDENT OVERLAP INTEGRALS
The local densities of the metastable and ground levels of the erbium ions depend upon the intensities of the pump and signal beams. Consequently, the overlap integrals rk, ,, r k , Z of (17) are functions of the optical power, and the assumption of constant r k is not valid. We will check this for the case of a fiber that is uniformly doped to radius b and use the Gaussian approximation to the optical mode profile ik = ( 1/*w2) exp ( -?/w2). Considering a single optical beam, with uek = 0, the ground-state population from the steady-state rate equation is Note that in the limit of p + 0, rk, , = 1 -e-bz/"", which is equal to rk, ,, the overlap integral between the optical mode and the total ion population. When b is much smaller than w , the optical intensity is nearly constant through the doped region. Then the n , distribution is uniform inside the doped region and rk, , is independent of the optical power. However, for b > w , i.e., rk,, > 0.6, significant changes are seen. This is shown more clearly in Fig. 12 which is a plot of F = 2 [ rk, I ( p fractional change in the overlap integral over the pump range 0 I p < W . From this, and similar results obtained for r k . 2 it looks that the constant-rk approximation, which is the basis of the analytical models, can be applied with less than 8% error in rk if b < w , r k < 0.6. Otherwise the spatial mode distributions should be used to maintain the accuracy of the amplifier model. 
